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In recent years, HUIM (or a.k.a. high-utility itemset mining) can be seen as investigated in an extensive manner and studied in
many applications especially in basket-market analysis and its relevant applications. Since current basket-market scenario also
involves IoT equipment to collect information, i.e., sensor or smart devices, it is necessary to consider the mining of HUIs (or
a.k.a. high-utility itemsets) in a large-scale database especially with IoT situations. First, a GA-based MapReduce model is
presented in this work known as GMR-Miner for mining closed patterns with high utilization in large-scale databases. The k
-means model is initially adopted to group transactions regarding their relevant correlation based on the frequency factor. A
genetic algorithm (GA) is utilized in the developed MapReduce framework that can be used to explore the potential and
possible candidates in a limited time. Also, the developed 3-tier MapReduce model can be easily deployed in Spark for the
handlings of any database of large scale for knowledge discovery of closed patterns with high utilization. We created sets of
extensive experimental environments for evaluating the results of the developed GMR-Miner compared to the well-known and
state-of-the-art CLS-Miner. We present our in-depth results to show that the developed GMR-Miner outperforms CLS-Miner
in many criteria, i.e., memory usage, scalability, and runtime.

1. Introduction

As there is rapid growth of information technologies regard-
ing machine learning models, Internet of Things (IoT) [1],
and edge and cloud computing [2, 3], data-driven mining
has become an important topic that can be used to extract
the meaningful information from the collections of those
techniques. Several pattern mining models [4–9] have been
extensively studied, and the most fundamental knowledge
of pattern mining in knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD) is called ARM or association rule mining, which is
deployed through varied applications and specific domains.
Among them, Apriori was presented for finding the associa-
tion rules set in transactional databases iteratively. This is a

standard approach that finds the candidate itemsets first then
derive the satisfied itemsets at each level or called as the level-
wise/generate-and-test model; a huge memory usage and the
computational cost are relevantly high. After that, a set of
association rules can be discovered and mined. Frequent
pattern- (FP-) tree [10] was designed to speed up mining
progress by building a condense tree structure. Thus, only
frequent 1-itemsets are held in the main memory that can
be used for later mining progress. In addition, a conditional
FP-tree is then recursively constructed to find the frequent
itemsets (or frequent patterns) according to different prefix
itemsets in the Header_Table. Both Apriori and FP-tree algo-
rithms ensure the DC (or a.k.a. downward closure) property
to avoid the heavy cost regarding “combinational explosion.”
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This property is then applied and extended to many pattern
mining algorithms in different domains and applications,
i.e., HUIM (or called high-utility itemset mining) [11–15].

HUIM used 2 properties (a.k.a. the internal + external
utility) to find the set of HUIs (or a.k.a. high-utility itemsets)
in the basket-market domain. The internal utility can be
considered as the quantity of an item of each transaction
in databases, and external utility can be treated as the unit
profit value of each item in databases. Those two values
can be replaced by other factors according to the specific
requirements, constraints, users’ needs, and applications.
The generic algorithm of HUIM [16] does not take DC
property for revealing the set of HUIs, which requires a huge
size of the search space. To solve this limitation, TWU (or
a.k.a. transaction-weighted utilization) model [14] considers
the transaction utility to construct the HTWUIs (or a.k.a.
high transaction-weighted utilization itemsets) as the item-
sets with the upper-bound values for maintaining the DC
property, which is named as TWDC (or a.k.a. transaction-
weighted downward closure) in HUIM. This property is
then used in many utility-driven mining algorithms, e.g.,
UP-growth+ [17], HUI-Miner [15], HUP-tree [18], FHM
[19], and d2HUP [20]. More algorithms to improve mining
effectiveness regarding the discovered patterns are then
developed and discussed by adapting utility concept in pat-
tern mining tasks. In IoT applications [21], many factors
can be considered as different values, e.g., interestingness,
weight, importance, and uncertainty degree; thus, HUIM
can be easily adopted into IoT and/or sensor networks to
further discover the required information for data analysis
tasks. Based on this assumption, more important and spe-
cific information and knowledge will be discovered for later
decision or strategy making.

Instead of classic pattern mining approaches such as
FIM (or a.k.a. frequent itemset mining) or ARM (or a.k.a.
association rule mining) for decision-making, it can disclose
more useful and relevant information based on the property
of HUIM. The reason is that the HUIM can reveal more
information by taking internal and external factors in the
mining progress. However, the generic model for discover-
ing the required patterns requires to analyse a huge number
of the candidates first, which is inefficient and it is also hard
to find the meaningful patterns from a very huge number of
patterns. Closed-pattern mining constraint [1, 22–25] was
then adapted in pattern mining to provide better functional-
ities for mining condense and compress patterns. This strat-
egy is then used in HUIM, which is arisen as a new topic
called CHUIM (or a.k.a. closed high-utility itemset mining)
[26, 27]. Based on this model, less but more meaningful
information will be discovered by two conditions as follows:
(1) the superset of an itemset has different support values to
an itemset itself and (2) the utility of an itemset is no less
than the predefined minimum utility count (threshold).
CHUD algorithm [26] was investigated to firstly find the
CHUIs (or called closed high-utility itemsets) by using the
generic TWU model [14]. Since TWU model is a level-
wise and generate-and-test model, a huge number of the
computational cost is needed and a huge memory usage is
required to keep the candidates level-by-level, which is inef-

ficient and time-consuming. CHUI-Miner [27] was investi-
gated to build the extended utility-list (EU-list) that keeps
the revealed information in the main memory; the divide-
and-conquer mechanism is then used to find the CHUIs
correctly and completely. To better improve mining perfor-
mance, CLS-Miner [28] was designed by using the matrix to
lower the size of the search space. This model has good per-
formance compared to the existing models and is considered
as the state-of-the-art approach for CHUIM. The generic
CLS-Miner is, however, not possible to be performed for dis-
covering the CHUIs in large-scale databases; it is inappropri-
ate in real and industrial domains and applications. Past
works have been developed to present the parallel and
distributed models used in HUIM [29], but those generic
models need to find a very large set of the candidate itemsets
for decision-making; it needs high computational cost and a
huge memory usage to deliver the complete information. To
build an effective and efficient model for revealing the CHUIs
has become an important issue in pattern mining research.

Up until now, there has been no model existing that can
be used for CHUIM in any database of large scale. Moreover,
in the case of correctly and completely mining the needed
CHUI making use of distributed and parallel frameworks,
we require a strong model to be able to distribute the trans-
actions in an effective and efficient manner to the processing
nodes. For solving this known limitation, GMR-Miner is
developed and introduced in this paper. Main findings are
as follows:

(i) We design a 3-tier MapReduce framework deployed
in Spark for mining CHUIs in large-scale datasets

(ii) A k-means model is made use of for grouping
relevant transactions into clusters; thus, ensuring
discovered CHUI numbers is complete and correct

(iii) A GA-based model makes utilization of the MapRe-
duce framework to explore the possible and potential
candidates in a limited time for greatly reducing the
computational cost

(iv) Experimental evaluation shows that GMR-Miner
has a strong and outstanding performance

2. Related Work

2.1. MapReduce Framework. MapReduce [30] is a parallel
and distributed framework that was originally designed
and implemented by Dean and Ghemawat. It can be made
and implemented to handle large databases. It uses both
parallel and distributed models on clusters in 2 main com-
ponents, Mapper and Reducer, respectively. With regard to
pattern mining and the MapReduce framework, the authors
in [31] proposed 3 algorithms, using Apriori property to dis-
cover the necessary and relevant information. To be used in
HUIM, the authors in [29] invented PHUI-growth to be
used in the mining of HUIs from big data. As CHUIM
research rapidly grows, efficient model development is a
necessity for discovering CHUIs in large-scale databases.
We refer readers to [29–31] for more in-depth information
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on the MapReduce framework and skip an in-depth discus-
sion here in lieu of space considerations in the manuscript.

2.2. Evolutionary Computation. Genetic algorithm (GA) was
presented by Holland [32] as the first optimization approach
in evolutionary computation. The benefit to use GA is that it
is not a trivial task to implement GA for real applications.
GA is used to solve the NP-hard question and provides a
solution optimally. The idea for GA implementation is to
encode the solutions as a chromosome, and each chromo-
some is represented as an individual in the population. To
evaluate the goodness of the chromosome, a fitness function
should be predefined in the evolutionary process. Since GA
is the fundamental approach in evolutionary computation,
many extensions [33, 34] are then developed and studied
to enhance its efficiency.

In GA, 3 operations are generally considered to iteratively
perform for obtaining a better solution, and they are indicated
as (1) mutation, (2) crossover, and (3) selection. For the evolu-
tionary progress of GA, first, each possible solution is then
encoded as a chromosome, which can be presented as a string
by binary or decimal encoding scheme. The crossover operation
is then performed to swap the parts of the chromosomes that
can be used to produce the offspring as a new solution for the
next generation. The idea of crossover operation is to generate
the possible solutions and better convergence in a search space.
After that, a mutation operation is then executed to flip some
digits of a chromosome, which generates new solutions. The
idea of mutation operation is to change parts of a solution ran-
domly, which can increase the diversity of the population and
provide a mechanism for escaping from a local optimum. Note
that the ratio for running the crossover and mutation is differ-
ent, and normally, the ratio of crossover operation is higher
than that of the ratio of mutation operation. After that, the
selection operation is then operated to find the elite solutions
for the next round (or generation). This selection mechanism
is mostly based on the fitness value. Thus, iterative progress is
then performed until the termination condition is achieved.
Several criteria can be set to terminate the progress of evolution-
arymodel by (1) the number of iterations is achieved by the pre-
defined the number of generations or (2) the fitness value
becomes stable without further big changes; the algorithm is
converged. However, in traditional GA-based model, it takes
long time to be converged by the 3 generic operations.

Several EC-based approaches were adapted to generic
ARM [35], HUIM [13, 36], and high average-utility itemset
mining (HAUIM) [37] for knowledge discovery. Qodmanan
et al. [35] presented a GA-based model to mine the associa-
tion rules without minimum support and confidence thresh-
olds. The designed fitness function can produce more
interesting and important rules rather than the traditional
approaches. Kannimuthu and Premalatha [36] first adapted
the GA-based model in HUIM that can discover the set of
the HUIs in a limit time. Gunawan et al. [13] presented a
BSPO model for mining HUIM without threshold value.
Further extensions are then developed in progress to adapt
the evolutionary computation (EC) for mining the required
information. Song and Huang [37] used the PSO model for
revealing the high average-utility itemsets.

2.3. High-Utility Itemset Mining (HUIM). There can be very
beneficial reasons to analyse the purchase behaviours of
customers in basket-market domains since the revealed
information and knowledge will provide the realistic and
profitable values of the products to the company, e.g., super-
market or shopping mall. Generic models of association rule
mining/frequent itemset mining only take occurrence fre-
quency as the major consideration, which provide the insuf-
ficient knowledge to make the efficient decision especially it
is not applicable on an item with lower frequency in the
database but can bring higher profit than the others, i.e., dia-
mond or caviar. HUIM [16] was presented to take the inter-
nal factor (considered as the quantity of the item in the
transactions) and external factor (considered as unit profit
for the item in any database) to reveal the set of HUIs, which
shows an alternative model for making more precise and
accurate strategies for decision-making.

Traditional models of HUIM [16] do not hold the DC
property; thus, it takes a very huge search space by “combi-
national explosion” mechanism to reveal the required infor-
mation. TWU model [14] was presented to build the upper-
bound values on the itemsets by holding and maintaining
the HTWUIs. This model can hold the TWDC property to
solve the limitation of the past HUIM models. Although
TWU model is efficient but it still builds the very high
upper-bound values on the itemsets; thus, several models
were, respectively, presented to mine the set of HUIs and
speed up mining performance. The high-utility pattern-
(HUP-) tree was developed to keep the required information
into a tree structure, which provides good performance than
that of the traditional TWU model. Utility-pattern- (UP-)
growth and UP-growth+ [17] were then developed to mine
the set of HUIs efficiently from the implemented utility-
pattern tree. The above algorithms are, however, still based
on TWU model to keep the loose upper-bound values on
itemsets; thus, the number of discovered candidates in phase
1 is still a lot. To reduce this limitation by having a lot of
candidates in phase 2, HUI-Miner [15] was designed and
implemented by a linked-list structure named utility-list-
(UL-) structure that can avoid the generate-and-test and
tree-based models for mining the set of HUIs. It also uses
the join operator to generate k-itemsets; thus, the required
HUIs at different levels can be found and discovered effi-
ciently. FHM [19] was investigated to build a matrix struc-
ture effectively to store the cooccurrence relationships
among itemsets that can be used to reduce the search space
efficiently since the unpromising candidate itemsets can be
early pruned and removed. FIM [38] was then developed
and implemented to work on two strategies that can be used
to establish the tight upper-bound values on the itemsets; the
size of the search space can be reduced greatly. Several works
of HUIM are then extensively studied and discussed. Srivas-
tava et al. [39] used the prelarge and fusion models to mine
the set of HUIs from wireless sensor networks for the real
industry applications. Several approaches and studies are
then developed in HUIM, and this research issue has been
still developed in progress [9, 40].

Although most of the pattern mining models, e.g., ARM
or HUIM, can find the required information for decision-
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making, it is sometimes not a trivial task to retrieve the most
useful and meaningful information from a huge number of
the rules especially for some online decision-making system,
i.e., stock market analysis. Thus, it is possible to provide less
but meaningful information and knowledge for further
decision-making. Closed pattern mining of frequent itemset
mining [22, 23] is a good model to find the less but concise
patterns as the solution for decision-making. Instead of min-
ing a high number of patterns for decision-making, closed
frequent itemset mining can greatly reduce the size of the
discovered patterns; thus, it is somehow easier to make the
decision in a short time. Closed-pattern mining model was
also adapted the concept of HUIM; thus, the CHUI-Miner
[27] was presented to find the CHUIs in the databases. Since
CHUI-Miner is a one-phase approach; thus, it uses the EU-
list model to keep the necessary information for the later
mining progress. However, the CHUI-Miner still relies on
TWU property to maintain the upper-bound values on the
itemsets; it still suffers the limitation of huge search spaces
for finding the required patterns; thus, the execution time
is costly. Up to now, the state-of-the-art model called CLS-
Miner [6] was presented that incorporates the UL-
structure EUCS strategy in the mining progress. The EUCS
model is very beneficial to reduce the number of 2-itemsets
for the further progress; thus, the size of search space can
be greatly reduced. Moreover, CLS-Miner applies the effi-
cient strategies to prune the size of the search space as well;
thus, the mining performance can be sped up. Up to now,
none of the existing models can thus be used to handle the
large-scale databases for mining the CHUIs, which is the
major task and research issue in this work.

3. Preliminary and Problem Statement

A set of items in the database is denoted as I and defined as
I = fi1, i2,⋯, img. Also assume that a database is denoted as
D and defined as D = fT1, T2,⋯, Tng. Note that each Td ⊆ I
(1 ≤ d ≤ n), and there is n transaction in the database D. Sup-
pose that the quality of an item ij in a transaction T j is
denoted as qðij, TdÞ, and the unit profit of an item ij is
denoted as pðijÞ. Note that both qðij, TdÞ and pðijÞ are the
positive integers. Assume that an itemset is denoted as X
such that X = fi1, i2,⋯, ikg. The length of X is considered
the size of the itemset X, which can be considered as k
-itemset ðk = 1, 2,⋯,mÞ. Key definitions of this paper are
given as follows.

Definition 1. The utility of an item ij in a transaction Td is
denoted as uðij, TdÞ and defined as follows:

u ij, Td

� �
= q ij, Td

� �
× p ij

� �
, ð1Þ

where qðij, TdÞ is the quantitative value of ij in Td and pðijÞ
is the unit profit of an item ij in the unit of the profit table.

Definition 2. The utility of an itemset X in a transaction Td is
denoted as uðX, TdÞ and defined as follows:

u X, Tdð Þ = 〠
i j∈X

u ij, Td

� �
: ð2Þ

Definition 3. The utility of an itemset X in a database D is
denoted as uðXÞ and defined as follows:

u Xð Þ = 〠
X⊆Td∧Td∈D

u X, Tdð Þ: ð3Þ

Definition 4. The utility of a transaction Td is denoted as t
uðTdÞ and defined as follows:

tu Tdð Þ = 〠
i j∈Td

u ij, Td

� �
: ð4Þ

Definition 5. The total utility of a database D is denoted as
uðDÞ and defined as follows:

u Dð Þ = 〠
Td∈D

tu Tdð Þ: ð5Þ

Definition 6. Suppose an itemset is defined as X, and the
minimum utility threshold is set as δ. An itemset is a high-
utility itemset (HUI) if it follows the following condition as

u Xð Þ ≥ δ × u Dð Þ: ð6Þ

Definition 7. Suppose an itemsetX is a CHUI. It must have the
following conditions as follows: (1) any superset (i.e., Y) of X
will not have the same support value such as sup ðYÞ =
sup ðXÞ and (2) uðXÞ is larger than or equal to the mini-
mum utility count. Note that uðYÞ is also larger than or
equal to the minimum utility count.

For the generic association rule mining or frequent item-
set mining, it holds the downward closure property to avoid
the “combinational explosion” issue. To increase the mining
performance in HUIM, a new property called transaction-
weighted downward closure (TWDC) was established by
TWU model [14] that can be used and adapted in HUIM
to solve the limitation of the generic models.

Definition 8. An itemset is denoted as X, and its transaction-
weighted utility is denoted as twuðXÞ. To calculate the
transaction-weighted utility of X, it follows the condition
as follows:

twu Xð Þ = 〠
Td∈D∧X⊆Td

tu Tdð Þ: ð7Þ

Current works [14, 17, 19] regarding HUIM applied the
TWU model to keep the TWDC property; it also adapts to
CHUIM [27] to avoid the problem of “combinational
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explosion.” In addition, the UL-list-based model [15] and
EUCS-based approach [19] are beneficial to efficiently reveal
the required high-utility itemsets. For example, UL-list uses
the join operator, which is easily to find the (k + 1)-item-
sets level wisely without candidate generation. The EUCS
model uses the matrix structure to keep the TWU values
of 2-itemsets. Based on the DC and TWDC properties, if a
2-itemset is not a HTWUI, its superset will not be the
HTWUI either; the superset of the itemset can be discarded
and ignored. Thus, the search space can be reduced effi-
ciently. As we mentioned, the CHUIM can produce a
smaller number of useful and meaningful patterns; thus, it
is possible to make the decision quickly based on some spe-
cific online applications. The generic models [27, 28] of
CCCCCCHUIM cannot, however, handle the large-scale
and big datasets, which is not applicable in real-life situa-
tions and applications. We thus then developed a MapRe-
duce framework that can be used to process the CHUIM
in very big and large-scale datasets.

Problem Statement: Suppose a very large transactional
database D, and each transaction in D consists of the pur-
chased items with their quantity values. A profit table is
assumed as a ptable that keeps the unit profit of the items
in the database. Let δ be the minimum utility threshold in
the database. The purpose of this paper is aimed at finding
the complete set of the CHUI efficiency by the cloud-
computing techniques for handling the large-scale datasets.

4. The Developed GA-Based MapReduce
Model for CHUIM

We first design a GA-based decomposition model and a 3-
tier MapReduce framework for handling large-scale
CHUIM in this section. The idea of exploring the decompo-
sition and combining the 3-tier MapReduce is to reduce the
search space for finding the required information, which
easily is explored by the genetic algorithm (GA). First, the
set of transactions D is then partitioned into several groups
G = fG1,G2,⋯,Gkg, in which each group Gi contains sev-
eral transactions in D, and k is set as the group number in
the database. Generally, the groups hold disjoint relation-
ship, in which for every two different groups, it holds the
condition as follows:

Gi,Gj

� �
, I Gið Þ ∩ I Gj

� �
=∅, ð8Þ

where IðGiÞ is the set items of the group Gi and IðGjÞ is the
set items of the group Gj.

Proposition 9. Let G be the groups of transactions in the
original database D. If the groups in G have no shared items,
the set of all relevant frequent itemsets is considered as the
unions of the full groups’ frequent itemsets. We thus can note
that

F = ∪
k

i=1
Fi

� �
, ð9Þ

where Fi is considered as a set of the relevant frequent item-
sets of the group Gi.

Proof. Consider ∀ði, jÞ ∈ ½1⋯ k�2, IðGiÞ ∩ IðGjÞ =∅, we can
obtain that ∀i ∈ ½1⋯ k�: Fi = fp ∣ sup ðD, I, pÞ ≥min supg.
The support of the pattern p is examined by checking all
transactions in D. Considering a pattern p exists in IðGiÞ,
i.e., p ⊆ IðGiÞ⇒ ∀e ∈ p, e ∈ IðGiÞ⇒∀e ∈ p, e ∉ IðGjÞ, ð∀j ∈ ½1

⋯ k�,∨j ≠ iÞ⇒ p⊄IðGjÞ⇒ Fi = fp ∣ sup ðGi, IðGiÞ, pÞ ≥min

supg⇒ F = f ∪k
i=1

Fig.☐☐

The proposition above clearly shows that transactions
that are in D must follow certain conditions above, from
which the dependent groups can be fully revealed. Thus,
relevant frequent itemsets can be identified using pattern
mining approaches in groups. However, this is not a realistic
scenario, and the objective is to decrease the number of
items shared by the separated groups. Existing work [5]
identified that k-means [41] and DBSCAN [42] can obtain
a good performance of transaction decomposition, and k
-means showed better results than that of the DBSCAN.
Thus, a k-means model is used in the designed framework
for transaction decomposition that can group highly rele-
vant transactions in the same group. After that, a GA-
based MapReduce- (GMR-) Miner algorithm that consists
of GA and 3-tier MapReduce framework for mining the
closed patterns with high utilization is then presented. Three
phases in the designed framework regarding different
MapReduce tasks are described below.

4.1. Exploration. After dividing the transactions into several
groups, each Mapper is fed with a partition. The framework
for MapReduce is applied in this step for the exploration of
any and all promising items which may be CHUI in addition
to their supersets. Any unpromising itemsets can easily be
discarded in this step to make good mining progress due
to the design properties which can be stated as follows.

Property 10.We can say that if there exists a known pattern t
that clearly is or can be defined as a frequent pattern, it can
be defined as a frequent itemset in one part.

Proof. Let a database D being split into n parts such that
fD1,D2,⋯,Dng; the total frequency of each part is calcu-
lated as fjD1j, jD2j,⋯, jDnjg. Assume that the minimum
support threshold is considered as δ in the database, and
t is considered as a frequent pattern in D. We then can
obtain the following situation as follows:

s tð Þ ≥ δ × Dij j: ð10Þ

The counter-evidence, fs1, s2,⋯, sng, is used to show
the support value of an itemset (pattern) t of each part.
Obviously, t is not considered as the frequent itemset in
the entire part such that s1 < δ × jD1j, s2 < δ × jD2j,⋯, sn
< δ × jDnj. Then, sðtÞ =∑n

i=1jDij is different to the above
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definition. This, we can prove that the correctness is held
by this property.☐☐

Based on the developed Property 10, it is then studied
and extended to the designed MapReduce model. Thus, the
integrity of the mined information is then ensured. Accord-
ing to the DC property used in the Apriori algorithm, Prop-
erty 11 is studied and extended from Property 10 to ensure
that the supersets can satisfy the condition. The definition
is then given as follows.

Property 11. Suppose two itemsets t and t ′ hold the situation
such as t ⊆ t ′. Thus, in the database D, we can ensure that
sðt,DÞ ≥ sðt ′,DÞ maintains the correctness.

Based on Property 11, if a support of an itemset t is less
than the minimum support threshold (count, δ × jDj), it is
not treated as a frequent itemset, neither its supersets. That
is, it does not affect the final results if t is then early removed.
In the proposed paper, each Mapper acquires a database par-
tition. Thus, the pair of <key, value> for an itemset with its
support value (or called frequency) is output in a certain
partition to the Reducer. Following that, a GA-based tech-
nique is used to investigate the possible search space for
the next Reducer phase. All frequent itemsets are treated as
individuals in the first population, and then, the unsatisfied
itemsets are removed to efficiently minimize the search
space for later processes. This GA-based technique can sig-
nificantly cut computational costs by avoiding the need to
explore the whole search space. Following that, all promising
frequent itemsets are inspected to determine the complete
closed frequent itemsets [22, 23] by the next MapReduce
framework to reveal the satisfied CHUIs.

To be concluded, the initial MapReduce divides the clus-
tered dataset into numerous parts (or called partitions),
which are subsequently processed independently by each
Mapper. The GA model then generates a search space for
prospective candidates that can be used to reduce the size
of the search space. Following that, all satisfied frequent
itemsets are mined and revealed, and unsatisfied frequent
itemsets are deleted here. Once again, only satisfied CHUIs
will be sent to the subsequent MapReduce model for reveal-
ing the set of CHUIs. The following is the description of the
exploitation phase.

4.2. Exploitation. The exploitation phase begins with the
usage of current CHUIM models (e.g., CLS-Miner [28]) to
mine the CHUIs for each partition. Given that mining the
set of CHUIs in the whole dataset is not straightforward,
the second MapReduce is executed in parallel with the par-
tial, tiny, and numerous sets from promising itemsets from
the initial MapReduce on each node. Due to the fact that
each node requires less memory, the MapReduce architec-
ture is capable of running a large database on a single
machine. The candidate’s utility is then explored for each
node in order to determine the progress of the exploitation
mining. The horizontal structure known as tidset is used to
store the transaction ID and its associated frequent itemsets.

Due to the efficient tidset structure, it is simple to calculate
the frequencies of the itemsets in the mining progress; thus,
the computational cost can be greatly minimized and the
performance can be greatly improved.

Additionally, a straightforward load balancing strategy is
used to divide the transactions into the second MapReduce
tasks based on their sizes before performing the second
MapReduce. The computational cost of the exploitation pro-
cess can thus be decreased. The number of produced tasks
should correspond to the number of Mappers. The workload
of each node is determined by the amount of promising
itemsets in a transaction, and then, the transaction is
assigned to the node with the least workload, which is capa-
ble of evenly distributing the computation among the nodes.
When compared to the serialization model, this technique
can significantly lower processing costs. The load balancing
equation is given as follows.

WLi =WLi + Num, ð11Þ

where WLi is the workload of node i, and Num is the num-
ber of patterns derived from the first MapReduce of the per-
formed transaction. The CLS-Miner [28] is applied here to
mine the set of local CHUIs at each partition Di. The local
CHUI is then output from each Mapper, and the result is a
pair of fpattern, ðutility ; piÞg.

The Mapper stage first executes the CLS-Miner to mine
the set of CHUIs within the partition and then assigns the
local CHUIs with the same key (or itemset/pattern) to the
same Reducer. It is possible to calculate the partial total util-
ity in a partition; the local CHUI can be recognized if its util-
ity value is not smaller than the sum of the partial total
utility in the partition. As a result, the CHUI that has been
satisfied is output to the result file; otherwise, the Reducers
output the key-value pair that will be used later in the gener-
ation of the candidate set. Following that, all candidates
(possible patterns) and the tidset are required for the next-
generation phase, which is completed during the second
MapReduce phase. Crossover and mutation procedures are
done on the second MapReduce framework to produce the
possible candidates for the actual CHUIs between the Map-
per and Reducer of each partition.

In this phase, each MapReduce component considers
only one cluster of transactions. This allows to highly reduce
exploring the solution space. At the same time, the candidate
patterns have been calculated for their utilities of each node.
Therefore, by using a developed tidset structure, the calcu-
lated utility can be used to speed up the checking process.

4.3. Integration. The purpose of this stage is to catch any pat-
terns that have been missed in the local clusters due to min-
ing progress. It takes into account both shared and clusters
during the exploration and exploitation processes. This
enables the discovery of all associated CHUIs across the
whole database. From the shared items, potential candidate
CHUIs are established initially. It is then investigated to find
the significance of each generated pattern over the entire
database by utilizing the integration function. The designed
framework proposes an aggregation function, which is the
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sum of local support for shared patterns across all clusters,
to be used as an integration function. Afterwards, the rele-
vant CHUIs of the shared items are concatenated with the
relevant CHUIs of the local clusters to derive the globally
relevant patterns across the entire transaction database.
Additionally, the tidset generated by the second MapReduce
is used to decrease the computation required to mine the
patterns of each node. Additionally, the utility-list structure

Input: D, a quantitative database; ptable, a profit table of all items; δ , a minimum utility count.
Output: a set of discovered closed high-utility itemsets (CHUIs)
perform k-means to cluster D as (p1, p2,⋯, pn).
perform exploration function {
for each pk {

set key-value pair as (tid, t-itemset).
for each t-itemset {
calculate sup ðtÞ.
}

writeðt,< sup ðtÞ, pk > Þ.
}
for each t in pk {
sup ðtÞ = sup ðtÞ + <sup ðtÞ, pk > .
}

writeðt, sup ðtÞÞ.
}
perform exploitation {
build tidset.
for each pk {

set key-value pair as (tid, t-itemset).
for each t-itemset {
calculate uðtÞ by CLS-Miner.
}

writeðt,<uðtÞ, pk > Þ
}
for each t in pk {
uðtÞ = uðtÞ + <uðtÞ, pk > .
}

writeðt, uðtÞÞ.
}
perform integration {
project t-itemset as utility-list (UL).
build EUCS of 2-itemsets.
for each C in t {

check Cq-itemset.
if C appears in tidset and tid == key {
write a pair ðC, luðCÞÞ.
else {
write a pair ðC, luðCÞÞ.
}

}
}
for each C in t {
guðCÞ = guðCÞ + luðCÞ.

if guðCÞ > = δ × uðDÞ {
writeðC, guðCÞÞ.

}
}
}

Algorithm 1: The designed GMR-Miner algorithm.

Table 1: The parameters of the used databases.

Dataset ∣D ∣ ∣I ∣ C MaxLen
SIGN 730 267 52 94

Leviathan 5,834 9,025 33.8 100

MSNBC 31,790 17 13.3 100

BMS 59,601 197 2.5 267
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and EUCS are constructed to hold the data required for the
calculation, and the computational cost is lowered as a result
of these two structures. Additional information on utility-list
and EUCS is available in [28].

The third MapReduce framework can then be used to
determine and identify global patterns about CHUIs using
the set of candidate patterns (local CHUIs) and the tidset.
The genetic algorithm’s selection operator is used in this
phase to retain only the relevant patterns for the next gener-
ation, and the fitness (utility) of each candidate pattern is
calculated. Each Mapper stage converts the information in
the itemset into a utility-list and then determines the local
utility of all itemsets in the candidate set. Besides, the EUCS
is then applied here to reduce computation if the investi-
gated itemset does not meet the needs. If an investigated
itemset can be found from tidset by using its transaction
ID, it shows that the utility of the itemset was determined
before in the second MapReduce stage; the Mapper here
then delivers a pair value of regarding pattern and its utility
such as (pattern; utility) for the next Reducer phase. Other-
wise, the utility of the pattern can be thus determined by the
utility-list structure and a pair value is then output as the
result. According to three strategies here such as EUCS,

tidset, and utility-list, the mining progress can be sped up,
and the computational cost is then reduced for finding the
global itemsets with their utility values in the entire database.
The Reducer stage here is considered to sum up the utilities
of the investigated pattern, and if this value is larger than the
δ × uðDÞ in the Reducer stage, it is the globally CHUI and
will be released as the final output of the designed frame-
work. Detailed progress of the designed framework is then
shown in Algorithm 1.

5. Experimental Evaluation

In the experiments, four realistic databases [43] are then
used in this paper to state the performance of the developed
GMR-Miner approach compared to the state-of-the-art
CLS-Miner [28] model in terms of runtime, memory usage,
and scalability under a varied number of nodes in the devel-
oped 3-tier MapReduce framework. Note that the developed
MapReduce is then deployed in Spark since Spark provides a
higher capability to handle the large-scale databases. The
properties of 4 conducted databases are then described in
Table 1. Here, ∣D ∣ is the number of database size, which
showed the number of transactions in the database. ∣I ∣
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Figure 1: The decomposition clustering quality.
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indicated the number of distinct items in the database. C
showed the average number of items in a transaction, and
MaxLen is the maximum size of a transaction in the data-
base. The used databases in Table 1 are then enlarged and
duplicated by various numbers (e.g., 1, 20, 50, 100, 200,
500, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000, and 10,000) for the later perfor-
mance evaluation.

5.1. Quality of Clustering. Figure 1 shows the quality evalua-
tion of the returned clusters by using the k-means and the
intuitive clustering algorithm on the four datasets used in
the experiments. The intuitive clustering divides the transac-
tions into k-clusters randomly without any processing. In
the conducted experiments, the quality of the returned clus-
ters is then decided by the % of the shared items in clusters,
and the object here is to lower the value. We also set the
number of clusters in the experiments from 1 to 100; thus,
the % for the shared items is then reduced for the evaluation
with and without k-means approach. However, there is a
large difference between k-means and intuitive algorithms
in all cases. For instance, by using k-means to split the trans-
actions, the percentage of shared items does not exceed 40%.
However, without using the k-means, the percentage of

shared items reaches 60%. With the further explanations
by the property of k-means model, it finds the centroid point
based on the similarity equation; the intuitive idea only pro-
cesses the points by randomness operations. Overall, these
experiments clearly showed the benefit of k-means in data
decomposition. Thus, we can observe that the k-means
model adapted in this MapReduce framework is useful and
effective to mine the CHUIs in large-scale databases.

5.2. Memory Usage. To demonstrate the usability of the
developed MapReduce model, the results are carried and
compared to the CLS-Miner [28] in terms of memory usage,
which are shown in Figure 2. By varying the size of the data-
base, it can be seen that the developed GMR-Miner outper-
forms CLS-Miner in all cases. For instance, only 350MB is
needed by the GMR-Miner to deal with 10,000 times of
BMS data. However, 420MB is needed by the CLS-Miner
to handle the same data. These results are reached due to
the decomposition step, where each cluster contains similar
transactions, and also the intelligent operators of the genetic
algorithm where it accurately explores the possible solution
space. Thus, less memory usage is then required by the
developed GMR-Miner compared to CLS-Miner algorithm.
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Figure 2: Memory usage of the compared algorithms.
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5.3. Scalability. To show that the designed GMR-Miner
achieves good robustness and applicable in real applications
for the large-scale scenario, the scalability on a big dataset is
illustrated in Figure 3. Here, we duplicated the BMS dataset
1,000 times for scalability evaluation under a varied number
of nodes from 1 to 32. The results showed that the developed
GMR-Miner outperforms the CLS-Miner in terms of run-
time and speedup under a varied number of nodes, where
a high gap between the two approaches is observed. For
instance, with 32 nodes, the speedup of the GMR-Miner is
9 for handling 1,000 times of BMS data. However, the speed
up of the CLS-Miner is only 5 to handle the same data and
with the same number of nodes. This result confirmed the

usefulness of genetic algorithms and decomposition for dis-
covering CHUIs in big and large-scale datasets. In general,
the developed model can easily process the very big and
large databases for mining the required CHUIs, which is
very suitable and appropriate for the market engineering.

5.4. Clustering Quality vs. Pattern Mining Accuracy. Table 2
presents the quality of the pattern mining process with varying
on the clustering quality using the four data (SIGN, Leviathan,
MSNBC, and BMS). By varying the quality of the clustering
detected by the % of the shared items in the clusters from
40% to 30%, the accuracy of the pattern mining solution
increases from 70% to 90% for all the databases used in the
experiments. This result is reached thanks to the low depen-
dency among clusters, where the mining process may be
applied differently on each cluster of transactions.

6. Conclusion and Discussion

Mining high-profitable and concise patterns in IoT environ-
ments is not a trivial task since the collected data is usually a
large-scale dataset. Past studies of mining CHUIs cannot
handle (1) large-scale dataset and (2) mining the required
information in a limited time. In this paper, we used a 3-
tier MapReduce framework deployed in Spark for efficiently
mining the closed patterns with high utilization (or a.k.a.
CHUIs). To better explore the possible and potential candi-
dates instead of the entire search space, the genetic algo-
rithm (GA) is also utilized in the designed model for better
pattern exploration progress. Experiments are then showed
that the designed GMR-Miner outperforms the CLS-Miner
in terms of execution time, memory, and scalability regard-
ing a different number of nodes. In the future, a better data

Table 2: Clustering quality versus pattern mining accuracy.
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35 88
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Figure 3: Scalability results in terms of runtime and speedup.
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structure can be deployed instead of a utility-list structure
for obtaining better performance, and the incremental
model can also be investigated and explored as a further
research topic to handle the issue of dynamic data mining.
In addition, to find the sufficient and satisfied solutions in
a limit time, other algorithms such as PSO or ACO in evolu-
tionary computation can also be explored and studied as the
further extension.
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